
Horizon Jazz Band Audition Results:

Thank you so much to everyone who auditioned for the Horizon Jazz Program for the
2022-23 School Year! I could not be more excited for how strong all three jazz groups are going
to be!

Couple of things to consider before looking at the results:
● There were only so many spots open in the upper two groups, and it was a VERY

competitive year. We have one of the largest jazz programs in the state, so it’s
always going to be a competitive process to get into the top two ensembles.

● I thought everyone had quality auditions, but the first priority was making sure
each group can function and has enough parts covered to play big band jazz
music. What this means is that each group will benefit and start at a higher level
with strong players in all three ensembles.

● The quality of the ensemble is not based on the class, it is based on the hard
work each individual brings to every rehearsal, every performance, and to their
own individual practice. That’s what will allow each ensemble to grow and play
great music that will be fun and challenging to all of the players! (I.e. If we have
strong players in any given section, it’s more likely that we pick music that
features and challenges the strengths of the band, while also picking music that
lets us get better at our weaknesses.

● Please let me know if you’d like any individual feedback on your audition! There
is a good reason why I have everyone placed where they are, so more insight will
help understand why I placed everyone where I feel they will be most successful
and grow throughout the next year.

● Take this audition as an opportunity and experience to learn from! What would
you like to improve on? What are your overall goals? Identifying those will help
carve your path to success and be where you want to be!

● And finally, the students listed below are only the ones who signed up on the
google form for a spot in the jazz program. Once registration information is
complete, the lists will adjust with more people in Jazz 3 who missed the google
form. We still have slots available!



Horizon Jazz Band I

Alto Saxophone:

Brenden Smith

Caden Weadon

Tenor Saxophone:

Connor Flanagan

Ella Mateyka

Bari Saxophone:

Ben Nehrke

Trombones:

Garret Jordan

Hezekiah Ferrel-Dolfi

Locklin LaForett

Mason Smith

Trumpets:

Brett Davis

Amy Mae Lundstrom

Andrew Schweigerdt

Adam Stevenson

Trevor Davis

Ellen Jackson

Rhythm Section:

Drum Set: Davis Wilkins

Bass: Jackson Vaughn, BellaGrace Tonjes

Guitar: Jacob Kramer

Piano: Devin Prestwich, Madeline Walther



Horizon Jazz Band II

Flute:

Lucca Ingraham

Alto Saxophone:

Casey Coleman

Cooper Sauer

Tenor Saxophone:

Ethan Ly

Emma Lehman

Bari Saxophone:

Aiden Weng

Trombones:

Logan Burdick

CJ Padilla

Ben Hughes

Trumpets:

Micah Klutsey

Eddie Padilla

Ian Vedvick

Joe Vitpa

Rhythm Section:

Drum Set: Ethan Houston-Hill, Oliver Moran

Bass: Brady Davison

Piano: Faith Jaminet, Justin Stevenson



Horizon Jazz Band III

Alto Saxophone

Lucas Palmer

Mason Sibayan

Tanner Stukas

Tenor Saxophone:

Rolin Schwaderer

Bari Saxophone:

Kinsey Keller

Olivia Reetz

Trombone:

Taylor Buzard

Hunter Fagler

Landon Janssen

Trumpet:

Garrett Pauly

Jack Bible

Cohen Hazlewood

Cash Boyd

Christian Jesperson

Rhythm Section:

Drum Set: Anne Bible, Vincent Chavez

Vibes: James Swank

Bass: Lindley Constabile

Piano: Elizabeth O’Rourke, Kylee Partrich

There is still time to join, we are accepting members in all sections!

Just sign up here:

https://forms.gle/BjPCU5xHsRZYfTCA9

https://forms.gle/BjPCU5xHsRZYfTCA9



